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KEF – two pillars



KEF Purpose(s)

1. More accessible information and data 

for institutions to understand and 

improve their own performance.

2. More information for businesses and 

other users of university knowledge 

and resources

3. Increased public visibility and 

accountability for £250m of funding



Current trajectory

1. Institutional-level

2. Annual

3. Largely metrics-driven, with some 

(unassessed) narrative component

4. Not comparing everyone to 

everyone (fair comparison)
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Proposed metrics
• Metrics are mostly trajectory measures, with 

the majority using income measures as a 

proxy for impact.

• Some non-monetised measures such as co-

authorship with non-academic partners and 

academic time spent delivering activities.

• Mostly drawn from the Higher Education 

Business & Community Interaction (HE-BCI) 

survey – the longest running longitudinal 

dataset on KE in the world



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Icq_B7DeLwY&t=4s



Use of narratives

1. As a marker – “we need to do better 

here”

2. To provide useful contextual 

information

3. To allow comparison between 

universities



Summary
1. The KEF needs to be understood in its wider 

policy and funding context

2. It aims to be a low-burden, largely metrics 

driven exercise to provide useful information 

for Universities and users of university 

knowledge

3. RE is proposing a novel statistical clustering of 

universities to aid fair comparison

4. In the future new metrics and data linking will 

allow us to do more



Consultation



KEF pilot
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Visualisation overview
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Narrative overview

Consensus:

• That KEF should include narrative 

for two perspectives with less 

robust metrics.

• But…there are issues

• Audience and purpose

• Use of overarching statement?

• Form and length

• How should they be integrated 

with the metrics?



Visualisation



Visualisation feedback

• Visual perception of spider diagram 

different depending on order of 

perspectives:



What now?

We are here



Opportunities
▪ Demonstrating to government the value / 

impact of the KE investment

(HEIF provides a return on investment 7:1)

▪ Benchmarking for universities in similar 

clusters

▪ Re-using data from HEBCI limits burden, 

maximises value of existing data collection, 

but highlights deficiencies



Challenges
▪ Multiple audience – government / policy 

makers; business; universities; public

▪ Timing of KEF – REF overlap; HEBCI review; 

politics!

▪ Data – patchy; lacks robustness; lumpy

▪ Backwards looking 

▪ League table obsession – visualisation & 

clustering seeks to avoid tables

▪ Potential to drive behaviour of institutions



Some talking points
▪ Grey literature – ‘co-authorship with non-

academic partners’ - how do we gather robust 

evidence?

▪ Local growth & regeneration – income from 

regeneration, - how do we define local, and is 

an income measure right?

▪ Community & public engagement – data 

doesn’t capture this, is there other evidence?



Final Thoughts 

Research England welcome ideas – even now!

Contact -

KEPolicy@re.ukri.org

Happy to discuss –

vanessa.cuthill@essex.ac.uk


